Abstract. CIRCSIM-Tutor v. 3 is a natural-language based ITS for cardiac physiology.
Introduction
The negative feedback loop which maintains a steady blood pressure in the human body is one of the more difficult topics for first-year medical students to master.
CIRCSIM-Tutor v. 3 is the latest in a series of CAI systems intended to help students master the concepts involved. This paper describes TIPS, a new text planner for CIRCSIM-Tutor v. 3. TIPS stands for Text generation Interactively, a Planning System. We chose this acronym because of the pun it gives rise to: after all, one of the main goals of CIRCSIM-Tutor is to generate verbal hints to help the student, i.e. tips.
TIPS views responding to the student in an ITS as a text planning problem. It searches a library of plan operators to determine possible responses. The text controlled by plan operators ranges in size from the whole conversation down to primitive speech acts. Constraints on the plan operators can be used to take other knowledge sources into account, such as the domain knowledge base, the dialogue history, and the student model.
We start by analyzing previously collected human-to-human tutoring sessions from a text planning perspective. We characterize the aspects of the tutors productions which are the most significant to model in a computer-based tutoring system. Then In their beginning physiology course, the students are given a simplified qualitative model of the heart. Then they are given problems to solve. In each problem, something happens to change the processing of the heart. The student is then asked to predict the direction of change of seven core variables at three points in time: the DR or direct response phase immediately after the disruption, the RR or reflex response phase, which shows the effect of the negative feedback loop controlled by the nervous system, and the SS or steady state phase after a new steady state has emerged.
In the experimental tutoring sessions, the students solve the same type of problem.
After each phase, the tutor conducts a dialogue with the student. The tutor discusses each incorrect variable with the student until both are satisfied that the student understands.
Major Features of the Transcripts with Respect to Planning
Previous studies of the CIRCSIM-Tutor transcripts have concentrated on the syntactic structure of our human tutors productions [Seu et al. 1991] and their pedagogical goals [Hume et al. 1996 , Evens et al. 1993 . We reanalyzed the corpus of texts using a text planning model in order to determine which aspects of the human tutors productions were the most significant in terms of text planning. The following points summarize our major conclusions.
1)
The tutor maintains a hierarchy of goals, visible via the hierarchical structure of the resulting conversation, while at the same time carrying on a conversation with an agent whose responses cant be predicted in advance.
2) The tutor can teach the same thing in more than one way. If the student doesnt understand one method, the tutor has several alternatives:
$!" a) Explain the concept, then continue.
b)
Use a nested method to go into more detail.
c) Drop that attempt and try a different method.
3) The tutor sometimes attempts to correct the students understanding using a multi-turn process. If the student doesnt respond as expected, the tutor can shift smoothly to a different explanation.
4)
The tutor can say the same thing in more than one fashion.
Conversation as a Hierarchical Structure
The high-level organization of the collected dialogues can be succinctly described as follows:
• Within each stage, the text is divided into segments, one for each incorrect core variable.
• The student must explicitly state the correct value of each variable before the tutor proceeds to the next one.
• The variables are discussed in a partially ordered sequence which corresponds to the solution trace of the problem.
Within the basic outline, tutors can follow an idiosyncratic pattern, depending on the students initial skill at solving the problems, the students ability to respond to the tutors help, the tutors personal style, and a certain amount of free variation. Thus the tutoring session cannot be implemented as a simple algorithmic process. Instead, we have identified twenty or so correction mechanisms in the transcripts. These discourse mechanisms form the basis of the TIPS planner. As the planner runs, it produces a hierarchically organized discourse with correction attempts nested inside variables for each physiological stage.
Making Multiple Attempts To Teach The Same Concept
The correction of each variable is divided into attempts. Once the student gets the right answer for the value of the variable, the tutor goes on to the next variable:
Correct a variable:
Introduce variable (explicitly or implicitly)
Make first attempt at correction
Make another attempt at correction
The following excerpt from the transcripts shows an incorrect prediction by the student followed by two attempts at correction. Each attempt ends with the tutor asking for the value of the variable to see if the student understands yet. After the second attempt, the student gives the correct answer. We call these multi-turn plans interactive explanations or directed lines of reasoning.
Conversation as a Process Controlled by Two Agents
In the preceding sections, we have described the correction of the core variables as a hierarchical process. Within each attempt, an individual goal, for example the tutors desire to get the student to state a particular fact, might engender subprocesses which could themselves spawn multiple attempts. At the same time the tutor must maintain a dialogue. In the typical dialogue pattern, predicted by the Conversation Analysis school [Sinclair & Coulthard 1975 , Stenström 1994 and observed in our transcripts, every turn has the following basic structure:
Response to students previous statement (optional)
New material
Question for the student (or an imperative)
The response can take many forms. Here is a sampling:
• A response with no physiology content • A simple yes or no • A more extensive acknowledgment, such as Yes, youre right
• A restatement of the students last statement • Using the students words: Yes, <statement>
• Using more precise or otherwise preferred language • A denial of the students last statement or some aspect of it
• No, <contradictory statement>
In the transcripts the closing question is sometimes left implicit. For example, if the tutor gives the student a hint, the student will usually spontaneously make another attempt to solve the problem. CIRCSIM-Tutor always terminates its turns with a question because people expect computers to be explicit about their requests for data.
The response at the beginning of the tutors turn usually closes out a tutoring goal, and the new material which follows is generated by a different goal. Even though the parts of a turn are derived from unrelated goals, they must still fit together to form cohesive text. Furthermore, a single sentence may contain material from multiple tutorial goals. For these reasons, we treat turn planning as a parallel process which fashions turns from material provided by the tutorial planner. We accumulate tutorial goals for a turn and pass them to the turn planner as a unit.
Multiple Ways of Saying the Same Thing
In addition to using a variety of argumentative forms to tutor each concept, the tutor can also express the communicative acts which comprise the forms in more than one way. The sentences below show several locutions which the human tutors use to start the dialogue. Although each of these sentences has a slightly different semantic range, they serve the same purpose within CIRCSIM-Tutor. In addition to the pedagogical value of variety, multiple realizations may be necessary in order to have one which fits into the turn being planned. From the discussion above, we can deduce the following criteria which we want our planner to satisfy. The first four goals deal with the tutors ability to make and carry out plans while maintaining a dialogue with the student. The final two goals are concerned with the expressive power of the tutor.
1) The tutor must be able to handle interspersed planning and execution, since we cant and dont want to plan the whole conversation in advance.
A game-playing program is a good analogy. A chess program may employ multi-turn strategies, but it cannot predict its opponents response to intermediate steps of those strategies. Additionally, since we may want to revise the plan later on, we do not want to waste time working out details of later plan steps which may not be needed.
2) The tutor must be able to maintain the tutors goal hierarchy while carrying on a natural-sounding conversation with the student.
3) The tutor must be able to back up and replan when the student gives a wrong or unexpected answer.
4)
The tutor must be able to handle multi-turn plans.
The final two goals ensure that the tutor can generate text for concepts in a variety of ways both at the pedagogical and linguistic levels. Variety at the pedagogical level is important if the tutor is to be able to help the greatest number of students. At the linguistic level, variety is important to ensure that students continue to read the tutors output and do not resort to solving the problems by rote.
5)
The tutor must be able to teach the same concept in multiple ways.
6) The tutor must have the ability to say the same thing in more than one fashion.
Syntax of the Plan Operators
The TIPS planner is an enhanced classical (i.e. STRIPS-style) planner. The plan operators have four fields:
The intended interpretation of the plan operator is as follows:
The name field identifies the communicative act which the rule is intended to implement.
2) The effects field identifies any state changes which can be assumed to be true as a result of the operator.
3) The constraints field refers to a priori preconditions which must be true before the operator will be considered.
4)
The decomposition field describes how to implement the communicative act represented by the name, or equivalently how to obtain the state described by the effects, in terms of lower-level operators or primitive speech acts. If it contains more than one entry, the entries must be satisfied sequentially. We also have a notation which means as many times as possible so that indefinite repetition, such as iterating over each incorrect variable, can be expressed in a simple fashion.
A plan operator may be selected for use if its name (including the arguments) or its effects can be matched against the current entry in the decomposition of the plan operator currently being expanded. The effects field permits the specification of the result of an action instead of specifying how the action is to be carried out.
The planning literature contains three kinds of preconditions for plan operators:
those which must be true a priori (the planner will not try to make them true), those which the planner will try to satisfy if they are not already true, and those which the planner must instantiate even if they are already true. The TIPS planner can handle all three types of preconditions.
We use the constraints field of the plan operator to implement the first type of precondition, which is useful for reducing the search space. The second and third types of preconditions both occur in the decomposition field of the plan operator.
Since we allow plan operators to match either on the operator name or on the effects, we adopt the convention that entries which contain the name of an operator must be implemented, while entries stated in terms of a desired effect are skipped if the effect is already true. The intention is that if the operator calls for a specific communicative act on the part of the tutor, the tutor must perform that act. If the operator simply requests that a state be true, no action need be taken if the state is already true.
Relationship to Previous Work

Explanation Systems
Other large-scale interactive generation systems have been implemented by Cawsey
[1992], Maybury [1992] , and Moore [1995] . Of these, Cawseys EDGE system is the closest in spirit to the work described here, as it teaches concepts from a causal model and embeds the content in a naturally structured conversation. However, EDGE always considers an explanation as a unit. In contrast, CIRCSIM-Tutor needs $!' the ability to drop an incomplete tutoring plan if the student cannot answer intermediate questions.
Mayburys TEXPLAN system illustrates the ability to have multiple ways to explain a concept, including several types of definitions and descriptions. One aspect of TEXPLAN which resembles our system is that plan operators may match on either the header field, which identifies the speakers communicative act, or the effects field, which contains the intended effect on the hearer. Moores PEA system focuses on the intended effect on the student of the tutors statements. The goal of Moores work is to be able to ask more intelligent follow-up questions by understanding the meaning of the students response in context. CIRCSIM-Tutor obtains similar knowledge about the students understanding by asking further questions.
As each of these systems is primarily an explanation system which accepts follow-up questions rather than a tutoring system, none of them needs to generate the variety of tutoring mechanisms which CIRCSIM-Tutor requires. While explanation is one of the methods which CIRCSIM-Tutor uses to enhance the students understanding, it is not a major focus of our work. In general, we only give an explanation after the failure of a method such as hinting, which requires more active participation on the part of the student. Furthermore, in each of these systems, the dialogue terminates when the student is satisfied. In contrast, CIRCSIM-Tutor does not terminate the dialogue until the student has answered every question correctly.
Planning Systems
Wilkins SIPE system [1988] is an advanced classical planning system used for activities such as robot planning. Wilkins work is relevant to ours because it is one of the few planning systems using the classical model which can cope with unexpected events happening during plan execution. For example, the robot might arrive at a room and find the door locked. Wilkins presents a taxonomy of actions which the plan execution module can attempt in order to correct the plan, such as grafting new steps onto a plan in progress.
Text planning differs from robot planning is that the tutor cannot unsay anything.
If the robot drops a screw, it can pick up another screw and try again with few or no untoward consequences. If the student does not understand an idea and the tutor decides to try again, the second attempt must be different in some way, and the first attempt remains in the conversation.
